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1. THE COTSWOLD WATER PARK TRUST 
 
1.1  The first three months  
 
It has been an active and intense first few months for the Board of the Trust; to date the 
Board have met three times and will continue to meet monthly for the foreseeable future. 
 
Early decisions made by the Board include approval of the Interim Business Plan, launch of 
the Trust’s membership scheme and adoption of a new logo. 
 
As to be expected the Board have taken, and are continuing to take, onboard a huge amount 
of information in relation to the organisation. Only so much can be done at Board meetings 
(however long they take) and so a series of working groups have been set up to look at 
particular issues and report back to the main board, currently these include areas such as 
finances and Keynes Country Park. 
 
To supplement the above, a series of Trustee inductions have been planned to familiarise 
them with our projects and land assets and also to commence the discussion which will lead 
on to the development of a three year strategic plan for the organisation. 
 
The atmosphere at Board meetings has changed to one of greater debate and authority; 
quite rightly the Board are clearly in control of the organisation and the Executive report to 
them. An example of this is that a series of financial and risk controls are being implemented 
across the organisation, these include a risk monitoring procedure that will allow the 
Executive and Trustees to maintain awareness and manage all risks to the organisation. 
 
Simon Pickering is doing an excellent job of interim chair and has helped bridge the past 
organisation to the new.  Robin Rogers continues his search to recruit a new chair of the 
Board with the aim of having a candidate in place or ready for approval by September, the 
new board will be assisting Robin in this task and have proposed that one of the new 
trustees gets involved to help pick up the pace. 
 

HIGHLIGHTS: MARCH – JUNE 2011 

 

• CWPT Board operating successfully 

• CWPT Membership Scheme Launched 

• New logo for CWPT 

• Bat box monitoring in the CWP discovers more rare 

Bechstein’s Bats 

• New partnership formed to control invasive plants 

• Natural Environment White Paper published 



The Trust Board has agreed to mirror the arrangement the Society had with the Joint 
Committee in respect to observers and has invited the Chair and Vice Chair of the 
Committee and also the Chair of the Officer Group to attend as observers.  The Joint 
Committee has observed at the last two Trust Board meetings. 
 
The Trust has also requested permission to send a Board representative to observe Joint 
Committee meetings; this will normally be Nick Holliday. 
  
 

1.3 Operations and Finance 
 
Management Accounts continue to be issued on a monthly basis, Tasha and Martin have 
completed the accounts for April 2011 and are currently working on May 2011.   The 
organisation remains in a stable financial position. 
 
The Trust continues to operate under the interim Business Plan which has been prepared for 
the period April 2011 to March 2012, since the production of management accounts in April 
2011 financial performance can now be measured against the business plan budget. 

 
1.3 Membership 
 
A new membership scheme for the Trust was launched in April 2011; we are very grateful to 
Karen Mogridge who has designed and created a bespoke membership database for the 
new scheme. 
 
Mass promotion of the membership scheme has been delayed to allow online payment 
issues to be resolved but it is anticipated that we will be able to take online payments within a 
matter of weeks and that a wider campaign of member recruitment can commence. 
 

 
2.0  BIODIVERSITY  
 
2.1  Biodiversity Vision Document  
 
Work to finalise the Biodiversity vision document is still in progress. 

 
2.2  Biodiversity Action Plan 
 
Contributions have been made towards the following Biodiversity Action Plan Habitat Action 
Plans (HAPS) and Species Action Plans (SAPS) below: 

 
2.2.1  Bats  
The CWP Bat Initiative newsletter for 2010 has been published; please see 
http://www.waterpark.org/society/cwp_bat_project.html.  
 
Working with Wiltshire Wildlife Trust’s Braydon Forest Project, the Trust lead the radio 
tracking of 2 more female Bechstein’s bats at a private woodland in the Braydon Forest. 
These bats were radio tracked in order to clarify foraging ranges and to find further tree 
roosts. In addition, monitoring of the bat boxes here was enlivened by the discovery of 32 
adult female pregnant Bechstein’s bats, marking a significant advancement in our local 
knowledge of the UK’s rarest bat and mammal species.  All of this data has been shared with 
local biological records centres and with Bat Conservation Trust, contributing towards their 
national Bechstein’s Bat Project. 

 
 
 



2.2.2  Black Poplars 
Following the successes of the 2010 fieldwork and analyses, further detailed fieldwork for 
2011 has commenced.  Cuttings have been submitted for clonal DNA analysis in order to 
increase knowledge-base of genetic diversity within the CWP.  Previously un-surveyed areas 
have been visited and new specimens recorded.  Clone bank planted at Cleveland Lakes is 
being monitored and maintained.  Further cuttings are due to be taken later in 2011 for the 
purposes of propagating important DNA clones.  A number of propagated trees have been 
supplied to mineral companies and developers within the CWP.  The CWPT 2011 Black 
Poplar Newsletter has been distributed. 

 
2.2.3  Barberry Carpet Moth  
By the end of March 2011, almost 600 new Barberry Plants were planted at several sites 
across the CWP. This is part of work to link up the populations in North Wiltshire and West 
Oxfordshire. Monitoring of the moth will continue in summer and autumn 2011.  

 
2.2.4  Dragonfly & Damselfly SAP 
Following surveys undertaken 2000 to date, contributing to the CWP Dragonfly Atlas Project; 
all data have been collated by volunteer Heather Kerr. The volunteer team of surveyors have 
been allocated fresh sites for 2011 and upon completion will leave the project on course to 
be completed on time.  Already in 2011, notable observations have been made including the 
second record of Hairy Dragonfly for the CWP and the observation of a mass emergence of 
60 Downy Emeralds (a nationally scarce species and a CWP specialty). 
 
A Dragonfly larval Identification workshop was held in May, with the focus on the 
identification of larvae and exuvia, supported by the Wilts & Swindon Biological Records 
Centre and the Gloucestershire Naturalist’s Society. CWP Trust volunteers and volunteers 
from elsewhere in Glos and Wilts attended. Feedback was positive and already the number 
of larval and exuvial records have increased dramatically. 

 
2.2.5  Pond Creation & Great Crested Newts 
During April and May the Biodiversity Team undertook amphibian surveys at all recently 
created pond complexes (Kempsford allotments, Berry Farm, Oxford Meadow) as well as 
ponds at Lower Mill Estate and Willow Pool. Great Crested Newts were found in several 
sites. 
 

2.2.6  Otter 
Evidence of Otter continues to be observed across the CWP. A third round of formal 
surveying has commenced and is ongoing in order to establish extent of colonization along 
the Upper Thames and its tributaries.  Habitat enhancements including purpose-built Otter 
Holts are planned in conjunction with partner organisations and landowners. 
 

2.2.7  Non-native Invasive Plants  
The Japanese Knotweed in South Cerney, by the River Churn, was treated with herbicide 
again in October 2010; it is hoped that treatment in 2011 may be the last if this year’s work is 
successful. With thanks to the Environment Agency for this work, and for the support from 
South Cerney Parish Council. Treatment is planned already for later in 2011 by EA. 
Funding is still being sought to control Crassula helmsii at Meysey Hampton; control on small 
water bodies is difficult and costly but once established on lakes, eradication would likely be 
impossible. The Society is working with Meysey Hampton Parish Council, costs have been 
received from local consultants and the preferred method for eradication is being discussed 
with the Estates & Ranger team. 
 

The Head of the Thames Wildlife Volunteers 

The Society is also a key partner in bringing together a partnership of organisations to 
attempt some coordinated control and eradication of Himalayan Balsam along the River 
Churn, from Cirencester to Cricklade. Both Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust (Cotswold Rivers 



Project) and Wiltshire Wildlife Trust (Wilts Invasive Plants Project) have some resource for 
their relevant county’s;  working together it is hoped that we can achieve more and target 
action more effectively to where it is needed. Already great success has been seen in 
increased coordinated survey effort along the Churn and the first of the work parties to 
commence balsam control. 

 
2.2.8  Water Vole Recovery Project  
Additional mink monitoring rafts have been sourced and are being distributed across new 
and existing sites in the CWP.  The new colony of Water Voles at Lechlade continues to 
thrive and is being seen to make use of further sections of the surrounding waterways.  
Formal surveying of CWP watercourses is scheduled for later in the year, particularly on the 
Coln and Thames in the Eastern CWP.  Water Vole surveying is also due to be undertaken 
for the Cotswold Canals Trust prior to the restoration of the canal lock at Inglesham.  Further 
habitat enhancements are planned in 2011 in conjunction with partner organisations and 
landowners.  The CWPT Water Vole Recovery Project Newsletter has been distributed. 
 

2.3  Other Biodiversity Action Plans 
 
2.3.1  Wiltshire / Gloucestershire / Swindon BAP 
The Biodiversity team continues to make contributions to all of these BAPs. 

 
2.3.2  South West Regional Delivery Plan 
Funding for the regional BAP partnerships has now been withdrawn, following the recent cuts 
by the coalition government. Nevertheless, the Biodiversity Delivery Areas, including the 
Cotswold Water Park, continue to deliver as part of these schemes. 
In June the government published the Natural Environment White Paper – this is a significant 
development which amongst other things proposes the creation of Local Nature 
Partnerships and new Nature Improvement Areas; unsurprisingly there is clear potential 
here for the Cotswold Water Park and the Trust will be seeking to make the most of any 
opportunities that arise.   

 
2.4  Biological Recording 
 
Biological recording is perhaps one of the most important aspects of our work in drawing 
together an evidence base for the nature conservation importance of the CWP, its habitats 
and species. A large number of local naturalists undertake surveys for us, and their data is 
collated and shared with local biological records centres. 
 
As part of a recent project, funded by ALSF, the Society has digitised and exchanged several 
tens of thousands of records with local biological records centres, including numerous 
surveys of birds, mammals, bats, Otter, Water Vole, Barberry Carpet Moth, Great Crested 
Newt, Dormouse and some historical Dragonfly records. 
 
After experiencing some technical issues during the early part of the year, work continues to 
improve the import of data and export to Wiltshire and Swindon Biological Record Centre 
(WSBRC) and Gloucestershire Centre for Environmental Records (GCER). This work 
continues and liaison with the record centres is ongoing. 
 
This work was paused during March to June 2011, whilst the part-time project officer went on 
study leave to complete her university degree studies, coursework and dissertation.  

 
2.5  Reserve Management Plans 
 
Management plans for our reserves continue to be developed; two further management 
plans will be drafted. This work was paused during March to June 2011, whilst the part-time 



project officer went on study leave to complete her university degree studies, coursework 
and dissertation. 
 

2.6  County Wildlife Sites Projects in Gloucestershire and Wiltshire 
 
(Funded by the CWP Joint Committee total £6,000; Lower Mill Estate’s s106, administered 
by Cotswold District Council £500; Wiltshire Council £500) 
 
Work continues on this project and it expected that a full report will be made in September. 

 
2.7  Advice 

• Ongoing advice regarding the revised restoration plan for Three Bridges Quarry, 
Ashton Keynes and for Dairy Farm, Ashton Keynes. 

• The Site BAP for Eysey Manor Quarry (Tarmac) has been updated and, in 
partnership with Tarmac developed further. Tarmac have provided a grant for works 
on site this year including water vole surveys, tree sparrow conservation and Otter 
conservation, all contributing to the site BAP and to the CWP BAP. This is an 
exemplary partnership and comprises a template for other sites in the CWP. 

 
3. EDUCATION AND EVENTS 
 
3.1 Gravel is Great  
 
Since March 2010, the Gravel is Great roadshow has been delivered to 100 children, with the 
furthest booking so far coming from a suburb of Bristol where the children were learning all 
about rocks and materials. Schools tend to focus on making trips outside of the classroom in 
the summer term, so with budgets being limited we do not expect many bookings for the 
roadshow. 

 
3.2 Lower Moor Farm 
 
It looks as if the number of bookings received for Lower Moor Farm environmental education 
programme will be around 1,500 children, with sessions scheduled through until July 15th. 
There have been quite a few schools making repeat bookings, and some are even returning 
for their fourth year. The programme remains unchanged, but there has been a noticeable 
increase in the number of schools choosing the slightly more obscure topics such as Watery 
Workshop and Beavers, which reflect the growing trend for schools to adopt the Creative 
Curriuculum. This is also perhaps the reason why this year we have schools coming from a 
far afield as Cowley near Oxford, and Reading – they have found the information through the 
internet. 

 
3.3 Events held March – June 2011  
 

• Fossil Hunt, April : Following a very successful fossil find by a young girl in March, a 
rare ammonite, there was a flurry of media activity, with stories going into many local, 
regional and a few national papers, along with interviews on BBC Radio Wilts, Radio 
Glos and BBC Radio 5Live. 

• Fritillary walk, April: A rare chance to access Upper Waterhay Reserve and see the 
white fritillaries, led by volunteer warden John Grearson. Sadly the hot dry weather 
had meant the early demise of a large number of flowers, but there was still plenty to 
see. 

• Nightingale walk, April – walkers were treated to some wonderful birds including the 
enigmatic nightingale on a beautiful evening walk, led by volunteer Tony Hawkins. 

• Birds Britannia, May: More than 60 people attended this talk at the Gateway Centre 
given by BBC producer and author Stephen Moss about his recent series Birds 



Britannia – a popular speaker, some members of the audience have already asked 
when is he coming back again! 

• Orchid walk, June: this year for the first time we had to cancel an Orchid walk as 
there were no orchids on what is the ‘usual’ weekend for an orchid walk. 

• Easter Events –  a series of craft workshops for children aged 5-13 were held, 
thanks to sponsorship from NADFAS, so professional artists were employed to 
deliver sessions on pottery and wildlife drawing, all centred around the wildlife of the 
CWP. Fully booked, these proved to be very popular, and plans to hold more in the 
summer holidays are well underway. 60 children took part in total, and feedback was 
very positive. 

• An Egg Scramble Quiz trail was laid out near the Gateway Centre all over the 
holiday period. More than 300 people took part, with prizes being donated by the Four 
Pillars, Orion Holidays and Lakeside Ski and Brasserie.  

• Willow workshop for gardeners – Local willow artist Norah Kennedy led a willow 
weaving workshop at the Gateway Centre for beginners who wanted to create 
structures for their gardens. 

 
A programme of events for the summer holidays will be issued in the near future. 

 
4. PUBLICATIONS AND MEDIA COVERAGE 
 
4.1   Cotswold Water Park Access Map 
 
The Access Map is currently available at the Gateway Centre, and through several targeted 
outlets around the area. If the stocks are managed carefully there should be sufficient for the 
2011 season. From a print run of 75,000 last March 2010 there are now 30,000 remaining in 
stock. The majority of these will be distributed from the Gateway Centre and around the 
Cotswold Water Park operators. The balance will be distributed by Glide Media around 
targeted outlets in the vicinity such as local and regional TICs. 
 

4.2 Other publications and media coverage 
 
Local and regional coverage of various events, including fossil find by Emily Baldry, which 
appeared in Wilts and Glos Standard, Western Daily Press, Swindon Advertiser, Glos Echo, 
Daily Telegraph, the Sun, plus numerous mentions on website around the world. The story 
also appeared on BBC Radio Wilts/ BBC Radio Glos / Stroud FM and BBC Radio 5Live. 
 
BBC Radio Glos and Radio Wilts interviews about: Toad patrol / Easter events / events 
during the summer / Stephn Moss interviewed about his talk at the Gateway Centre 
 
CWPT assistance with publications: Slow Cotswolds book / Thames Valley Walking Guide 
book 
 
Hanson magazine carried article about the hand axe find at Coln Gravel quarry. 
 
A Facebook page has been launched with the aim of promoting the work of the CWPT. So 
far we have acquired 86 people who ‘like’ the page, but with more publicity we hope to 
increase this number significantly. 
 

4.3 CWP Website 
 
Overall statistics for the website remain strong, with an average of 22,305 visits a month. The 
news section and Society pages are updated regularly with news of the restructure, 
appointment of trustees and other items of general CWP interest.  Plans to revamp and 
refresh the www.waterpark.org site to reflect new branding of Trust will be worked up later in 



year, but information regarding online payment for membership will be uploaded very shortly. 
 

5.  IN OUR ELEMENT ART PROGRAMME 
 

5.1  Environmental Arts initiatives  
 
(Funded through Arts Council England £50,000) 
Environmental Arts initiatives to maintain interest in the Cleveland Lakes project have been 
funded by Arts Council England. Included in these will be detailed design work for the bird 
hides designed by Mick Petts the artist who designed Ammonite Pools, but other community 
projects celebrating the ammonite in arts design will be initiated. An application to Heritage 
Lottery Young Roots programme has been successful, and a group of 13-16 years olds from 
Swindon’s Underground Youth Centre will research fossil forms and create a drama and 
temporary sculpture from their research. They have called their project “...If Only They Were 
Still Alive…….. 

 
6.  COUNTRY PARKS AND OTHER SITES 
 
6.1    Cotswold Country Park & Beach (Keynes Country Park) 
 
Watermark Investment Leisure Developments (WILD) who is the current operator of Keynes 
Country Park (Cotswold Country Park and Beach) has served notice to break their lease.   
Under the terms of the lease the Society would have had to make a break payment to WILD 
by the end of February 2011 for the lease to terminate in six months time (at the end of 
August 2011).  Since the last report the position remains unchanged; the Trust is continuing 
to take advice and is also liaising with WILD to find a way of regaining control of the Park at 
the earliest opportunity. 
 
The Ranger Team - following the multi organisation safety meeting for the KCP site a Draft 
Emergency Action Plan has been circulated and Comments have been returned for 
amendment, it is expected that the document will be finalised early June. 
 
The area remaining under CWPT control is checked at least once a week and the footpaths 
have been mown twice so far this season. 

 
6.2   Riverside Park, near Lechlade (leasehold from New College, Oxford) 
 
The management committee have met a further three times, and next meeting is due in early 
July, Committee members are currently involved in organising a Car Boot Sale, and have 
also organised and run the first Lechlade Festival, which was hosted on the Riverside Park 
over Sat and Sun 28th + 29th May. Good feedback has been received from the organisers, 
traders and visitors and it is hoped that the event can become an annual event for the local 
community.  
 
A ‘Help for Heroes’ sponsored walk took place from/to the park on Saturday 4th June. 
 
CWPT have employed three people on a part time basis to assist in running the car park at 
Riverside Park. They will be on duty on Weekends, Bank Holidays and School Holidays 
through the season until end of September. Their Main duty is to collect car parking monies 
and lock the car park up in the evening. 
 
As of 6th June Riverside Park has been mown 5 times so far this season. 

 
6.3   Waterhay 
 
The recently created hedgerow report on in the last report is establishing well. 



 
The grassy areas around the car park and section onto the river bank have been mown three 
times, up to June 8th. 
 
The car park is litter picked once a week. 
 

6.4  Elmlea Meadow SSSI 
 
CWPS are in the process of contacting graziers to facilitate grazing on the grassland from 
August onwards. 
 
Natural England has carried out a condition assessment on the meadow, it is envisaged that 
a hay cut and then aftermath grazing will be carried out this year. 

 
6.5  Shorncote Reedbed 
 
The paths around the reserve, and up to the hides have been kept clear, the younger hedge 
plants have been weeded to help their establishment.  

 
6.6   Cleveland Lakes 
 
The newly planted hedgerow has been weeded and the permissive paths around the site 
have been cut and cleared.  
 
A local grazier has been shown the site to look into the possibility of stocking some cattle into 
two distinct areas. The grazing would encourage, a better structure of plants in the reedbed 
area and help with the long term management of the site. Another area which is still 
developing a vegetation structure after restoration, would benefit from grazing to help stop 
some ‘weed ‘ type species from establishing themselves, and would encourage a good 
sward from the start. 

 
6.7  Cokes Pit LNR (Lake 34)  
 
Ashton Keynes Angling Club have now been given permission to stock a small amount of  
carp, the  angling season is due to start on the 16th June, it is not thought that last winter’s 
stocking of carp into the lake will increase the angling  pressure on the lake.  
 

6.8 General Maintenance Works (Neigh Bridge, Clayhill, Bridge Car Park, 
Disused railway line, and Lakeside.) 
 
Litter Picking: Generally all these sites are cleaned once a week (More often if problems 
occur) 
Signage: The ice signs were collected in, and now we are into warmer weather, the rangers 
have placed out pictogram signs to discourage unauthorised swimming and use of 
boats/watercraft, these are at Neigh Bridge, KCP, and Waterhay.  
Grass Cutting: All the sites have now been cut 3 times, Riverside has been cut more as 
specific events needed a shorter sward. Sites are generally cut a minimum of 6 times a year 
but more often 7 or 8 times, 
Hedge trimming: The ranger team try to keep hedge trimming to an absolute minimum, 
during the summer to avoid disturbance to nesting birds. 
Gravelling / Car Park surfacing: Neigh Bridge, Clayhill and Riverside Park were all 
resurfaced during April.  
Commercial contracts: Surprisingly, spring is often quiet commercially for the rangers, a 
limited amount of contract work has been carried out, e.g., grass cutting, footpath clearance, 
surveys, and resurfacing. 
 



7. SUPPORT FOR TOURISM AND PROMOTION OF THE CWP 
 
Cotswold Media published the 2011/12 edition of the Cotswold Lakes and Water Park 
Leisure Guide in May 2011, copies have been distributed.   
 
Regular press releases are sent out to communicate and inform of various activities, the 
Access Map is distributed throughout the region and at the Gateway Centre, the Trust’s 
website provides updated information on activities and locations within the area plus regular 
Trust news.  
Publications for next year are in currently development, these will include the development of 
a Cotswold Water Park Leisure Map alongside an overhaul of the CWP website  

 
7.1 Gateway Centre 
 
Work continues to develop a scheme for the Gateway Centre and discussions are ongoing 
with the Co-op. 

 
7.2 Promotion of the CWP 
 
The Cotswold Attractions and Events Guide 2011 has been published and using a generic 
image shows clearly that the Gateway Centre is the first port of call for visitors seeking 
information. This is an attempt to communicate the nature of the area being more than one 
‘country park with a beach’. Plans are being developed to create a Tourism Association, 
which would hopefully incorporate the majority of the operators, and would be on a variable 
rate according to size of business. By charging an annual subscription we could ensure a 
sustainable future for tourism promotion of the CWP, something which has not happened in 
the past.  

 
8. FUNDRAISING 
 
8.1 Rural Development Programme for England (RDPE) 
 
We have now been informed that the application to the RDA in respect of Cleveland Lakes 
will not be taken forward, due to a lack of funds following the comprehensive spending 
review. We are currently examining our options to take Cleveland Lakes forward and will 
build this into the development of the Trust’s strategic plan.  
 
Total Value of Project: £1,507,505 (Value of development stage £201,394). 

 
8.2  Heritage Lottery Fund – Landscape Partnerships  
 
The application to the Heritage Lottery Fund Landscape Partnerships Scheme was submitted 
at the end of February 2011 with a decision expected in July. Please refer to the separate 
Agenda Item for a full report.  
 
Total Value of Project (Development): £137,950, HLF Contribution £95,900. 
 
Total Value of Project (Delivery): £2,970,065, HLF Contribution £1,851,900. 


